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The Crescent is George Fox University's student newspaper, a publication that has been part ofthe
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Chehalem

Cultural
Center

Celebrates Dia
de los Muertos
By Alicia Pacheco

On Nov. 2,the Chehelam Cultural Center
(CCC) hosted a celebration of Dia de los
Muertos. This was the end of a series of

events throughout October celebrating Latin American
Heritage Month.

The Dia de los Muertos celebrations began on Oct. 31
as CCC invited locals to bring items to add to the ofren-

da (altar) for deceased family members. CCC provided
many items to add to the ofrenda in addition to what was

brought by community members, including candles, pho
tos, and food.

After the ofrendas were put together, the final event
took place on Nov. 2 and included the performance of

Huitzilopochtli Aztec dancers, crafts for children, and
refreshments.

The free event attracted a large crowd and the ball

room at CCC where it took place was easily packed. The

craft tables were surrounded with children getting their
faces painted, decorating sugar skulls, and making mari
golds out of tissue paper, a traditional Dia de los Muertos
decoration.

Sweet tamales and conchas, a Mexican sweet bread,
were served along with champurrado, horchata, and agua
de jimaica.

The event also included a reception for artist, Hamp

up most of the event's volunteers. Fatima Escamilla, a
student volunteer, said, "It makes me happy to see other
people getting to know what Dia de los Muertos means.

People question me about what today is and I see people
getting involved with the culture."
On an ofrenda in the corner of the ballroom, CCC
placed a stack of fact sheets for those unfamiliar with the

holiday and curious about its purpose. The fact sheet,
written by Maria Anderson, explains that the holiday "cel

ton Rodriguez. Rodriguez is originally from the Do
minican Republic but since moving to Oregon in 2002

ebrates life, not death."

the focus of his work shifted to the culture of Portland's

and celebrate the lives of departed loved ones,." Anderson

diverse neighborhoods. His art will remain on display in

"Dia de los Muertos is an opportunity to remember
wrote.

the Founders Lobby through Nov. 30.
Students from the Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de

Upcoming events at CCC include Writers Open Mic
Night on Thursday and The Barber of Seville presented

Aztlan(MEChA)club from Newberg High School made

by Portland Opera on Saturday.

Photo by Alyssa Minor
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building a magical world full of adventure and romance
but has added darker elements examining the human
condition of greed and questionable motivations. "I think
it would be really interesting to see, especially if you had

the option to use magical powers, how far you would go,
[in pursuit of something]" said Ellis.
While Ellis plans on meeting the 50,000-word goal,
she hopes to get so invested in her work that she can keep

The

^ Inklings of
George Fox

pushing it forward past the month of November.
The challenge is to write a novel in a month but not

By
7—
Jessica
Daiigherty

In the attic of Coffee Cottage, up a narrow stair
case of creaky floorboards and dusty windowsills,
isthere lies a room. Posters scatter the ceiling,
showing none of the wood paneling underneath. Christ

mas lights brighten the dim room. A large table lays is in
the center with multiple computers and notebooks on top
of it. George Fox Universtiy(GFU)students are furiously
typing away at the keyboard or scribbling down notes, but
they are not working on homework. They are working on
something bigger.

National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo)is an
effort endorsed by a worldwide non-profit organization
that takes place during the month of November. The chal

lenge, should participants choose to accept it, is to write a
50,000-word novel by 11:59 p.m. on Nov.November 30th.
That means 1,666 words a day for the whole month of
November. Their mission statement reads: "National Nov

el Writing Month believes in the transformational power
of creativity. We provide the structure, community, and
encouragement to help people find their voices, achieve

creative goals, and build new worlds— - on and off the
page."

A group of GFU students have chosen to accept this
challenge, but they aren' not tackling it alone. They have
formed a writing cohort that meets twice a week in the
Coffee Cottage attic. Armed with caffeine and ideas, they
provide support to each other and companionship on the
rather otherwise solo isolating task of writing.
Sarah Ellis, a sophomore at GFU, helped organize the
writing cohort: ."I think what inspired me is feeling a lot
of seclusion in previous years when participating by my
self in NaNoWriMo. I thought it would be so much fun to
have a group of people who would be equally struggling
in this marathon of writing."

Ellis is working on a fantasy, young adult novel. She is
Photos byJessica Daugherty

all participants are doing so. Hannah Lee, a sophomore
at GFU,is writing short stories and essays with a goal of
500-1,000 words a night. Lee recalls how she came into
NaNoWriMo unprepared last year, causing her not to
meet the 50,000-word goal. This year she has changed her
perspective.: "I realize that the whole purpose is forcing
yourself to write every day so you get in the habit of
writing, which is something I've wanted to do for a long
time,." Lee said.

The goal of the cohort is to celebrate their accom
plishments in the writing process. They strive to create a
supportive environment that fosters creativity. Even after
NaNoWriMo ends, the group plans to continue meeting
to help each other edit and get published."We really want
to be a supportive group of young authors, who can lean
on each other so we don't feel like we are going through
this journey alone," said Ellis.
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On Sept. 22 and Nov. 10, UNI Worship nights
were held at Red Hills Church. This high-en

a musician "could actually play with a band" and that
wasn't "cheesy like chapel is sometimes." Wilson hoped to

ergy community of quality music is unafhliat-

"uncover a lot of hidden musicians" at GFU and create

ed with any church or with George Fox University(GFU),

an event attractive to both Christians and non-Christians.

but it is offered for any college-age student who wants to
be involved in worship at any level.

So far, UNI has hosted a musician from Mosaic Church in

UNI was co-founded by students Nathan Brantingham

and Brent Wilson. In February, Brantingham was "sitting
at Red Hills Ghurch and imagined a whole bunch of

college students worshiping." After developing his idea for
a worship event over the summer, he shared his ideas with

Wilson. Wilson had been planning a worship program
with a similar vision, which he believes was God's way of
putting them together.

"From that moment we collaborated, so we're basically
co-founders," Brantingham explained.
Brantingham and Wilson noticed that, at GFU, there

Los Angeles and a group from Westside Church in Tigard. Brantingham and Wilson hope to continue to bring
"guests from around the globe." They want to gain "wis

dom and influence from leaders in different parts of the
world that all follow Jesus." By attracting all different types
of students, they hope to strip away "this idea of religion
and a lot of traditions" and focus on encountering God.
Beginning in January 2019, UNI will be a monthly event.
Wilson says it is meant to be a place where everyone can
"feel welcome and comfortable" to be themselves. It is also

were "little worship nights here and there on campus, but

"a way to empower students and encourage them to get
involved" in worship ministry Brantingham said, "when
students come, they should not only have fun, but they

nothing that's super high quality." Brantingham wanted
a high-quality yet low-key worship environment where

should also have an encounter with God and with Jesus
and leave changed."

Photo by Dylan Erlebach
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"The Light Princess
Flies High in
Readers'

Theatre
ByJen Wright

George MacDonald's classic short story "The
Light Princess" was performed as a readers'
theatre piece by George Fox University(GFU)
professor Gary Tandy's Advanced British Literature class
on Nov. 2 in Woodmar Auditorium.

About 35 people showed up to watch the class per

the summer.

"I thought,'well, this might be a fun way to interact

form, including several children.

with the literature in a little different way', rather than just

"When I saw some of the smaller kids, I got a little
nervous 'cause it's a pretty advanced play. It's not really

reading and analyzing in class, to actually kind of perform
the literature," Tandy said.

designed for little children, but I think older kids can enjoy
It took some arm-twisting, Tandy said, but the whole
it, and I think a few of them did," Tandy said.
class went along with it.
The production was a class assignment and provided a
"We aren't actors, really. Most of us in the class are
break from typical class projects.
English majors. I knew probably putting on a full-scale
"It was slightly awkward, but it was fun," Sam Kussat

production would be a little much, and I thought the read

said. "It was nice to do something different and not the
same stuff over and over again."

ers' theatre would be easy," Tandy said.

Kussat enjoyed working with the rest of the class to
put together the reading.

directing major, in organizing the performance.
"She helped some of the students who weren't as ex
cited about performing to feel a little better," Tandy said.
Bellinger helped the students think about their char

"It was nice to have everyone pick their parts and
[see] how they went with them, and how they acted out

Tandy got help from Hope Bellinger, a theatre and

the lines," Kussat said.

acters from different angles, to think about what their

Tandy said Jordan Lockwood was the most enthusi
astic in the class to perform, while some were not looking
forward to having an audience.
Tandy usually teaches the class with a focus on C.S.
Lewis, but incorporates George MacDonald, Charles Wil

character wanted and to think about conflicts between

liams and J.R.R. Tolkein.
"[MacDonald i.sj one of the original fantasy writers,

and I know a lot of college-age students love fantasy these
days," Tandy said.

Tandy came up with the idea to do the story as a read
ers' theatre while writing the syllabus for the class during

characters.

"All of that is really important, of course, when you're

analyzing literature. So I think there were some indirect
benefits to doing it as well," Tandy said.
"I could tell that there was a different level of engage
ment in the class, and when Hope was working with us on
some of the theatrical things, I think I learned a lot, but I
think the students did as well," Tandy said.
The story of "The Light Princess" can be found in
MacDonald's book "Adela Cathcart."
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"Neither
Wolf Nor

Dog

.55

Provides

Perspective on

Indigenous History
ByJen Wright

On Oct. 27, George Fox University(GFU)
hosted a showing of the film "Neither Wolf
Nor Dog." The film is based on a book of the
same name, and the author, Kent Nerburn, attended the
showing and held a & A afterwards.

Neither Wolf Nor Dog" is based on Nerburn's own

Nerburn learned two things while he was among the
Native Americans:

"There first thing was how absolutely expunged from
the American historical narrative the Native American

experience had been," Nerburn said. "And the other one
was that there were some deep and fundamental values to

experiences traveling through the Dakotas with Dan, a
native elder, and Dan's friend, Grover, as Nerburn learns

the native people that we needed, as a dominant culture,

about their culture and history through their lens.
Dan was played by Dave Bald Eagle, Grover by Rich
ard Ray Whitman and Nerburn was portrayed by Christo

"I dedicated myself to making sure that I could use
the skills I had to bring these forth. It was the first time in

pher Sweeney.

to learn."

my life I felt I was doing something that was essential,"
Nerburn said. '"Neither Wolf Nor Dog' was my gift back
to the native people. Mutuality of gift is really an element
in the native world; you give gifts to people, and they give

The film is both heartbreaking and funny, as lighthearted moments are intertwined with heavy emotional
accounts of the tragedies endured by the Dakota people.
Nerburn's book is followed by two sequels,"The Wolf
at Iwilight" and "The Girl Who Sang to the Buffalo."

Nerburn wanted the book to be able to reach every
one, of every background, and to be able to convey the

back."

Nerburn has written more than 10 books based on the

meaning of the Dakota histories.

stories and cultures of Native Americans.
"I o Walk the Red Road: Memories of the Red Lake

"It's really to try to open our eyes, as non-native peo
ple, to the way they see the world and the way that they

Ojibwe" is the book that started Nerburn's journey
through "Neither Wolf Nor Dog," and the publication of
this collection of oral histories and historical photographs

understand belief and culture," Nerburn said.

"I have to tell their story. I have to tell it in a way that
would cause people who aren't necessarily interested to lis

brought .Nerburn to Dan's attention.

ten, to see, to start to understand some of what the depth.

THE CRESCENT
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and richness, and humor, and real joy of the native world
really is," Nerburn said.
The film meant much more to Dave Bald Eagle, the

of oral histories while other Americans quibbled \Ndth his

Native American actor who played Dan. "Neither Wolf
Nor Dog" was Dave Bald Eagle's final role, as he was 95

ing. I need to make you enter into this and make you be
lieve and care about these people because other than that
you can ignore the native experience, you can ignore the
historical pain that they suffered and you can also ignore

years old at the time of filming. Dave Bald Eagle passed
away in 2016 at the age of 97.
One scene, when Nerburn and Dan visit a cemetei^y at

Wounded Knee, was unscripted, and Dave spoke from his

use of creative non-fiction.

"This is a different approach to stors'telling and teach

the richness of their culture," Nerburn said.

own experience. He said it was a chance for him to speak
for all the elders of the tribes, Nerburn said.

Many other stories about Native Americans reach the
non-native audience through making them feel connect
ed with the characters instead of feeling their historical

"Itjust came out of his heart. He wasn't in the script
anymore, this was his chance to speak. And he did. We

significance, and, in a way, this was "appropriadng their
humanity without acknowledging the depth of their his

look on that as the gift of the film, is that Dave got his
voice, and has gotten the voice for all the native people

torical experience," Nerburn said.
Nerburn emphasized the importance of seeing the

that have seen it," Nerburn said.

"shadow on the ground" between native and non-native

Nerburn intended the story to show what American

people, and this had to be illustrated in the film.

culture looks like through the lens of the native people.
"How they saw our history, our experience, from their

the ground with what we have done, as a dominant cul

side of it. From being inside what was once the ocean of
their world, now inside the little ponds of their reserva

ture, to the native people. And I ha\'e to acknowledge that.
To say that we are all one, is to deny the legitimacy of the

tions, looking at us," Nerburn said.

historical experience," Nerburn said.
Nerburn's "Neither Wolf Nor Dog" trilogy is available

Nerburn faced opposition and criticism from both
sides of the issue. Native Americans took issue with his use

"The historical difference is real. There is blood on

for checkout through GFU's library.

UIhave to tell their story.
I have to tell it in a way

that would cause people who
aren't necessarily interested
to listen, to see, to start to
understand some of what

the depth, and richness,
and humor, and real

joy of the native
world really is.
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If you spend anytime in the Canyon Commons at

behind, it becomes clear what the mass of giggles was.

George Fox University (GFU), you have likely had
the experience of being passed by a small giggling
streak. Before you have a chance to comprehend what
happened, they're gone, weaving their way between the

There are kids living here.

legs of your peers. When you see a parent following close

year-round. GFU isn't just a place to visit, it's their home.

Photo by Lauren Reichenbach

Although faculty members will occasionally bring
their kids to campus for visits, the children of the Area

Coordinators (AC) are unique in that they live on campus
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So what's it like raising kids among college students?
The AGs Alin Choi, Matt Dyment, and Liz Simmons

shared some of their insights into the challenges and joys
of the environment their kids know as home.

Ava Dyment, age 11, has lived at GFU for over seven
years. "There are so many wonderful experiences with
having a child on campus and it seems to keep getting
better as Ava gets older," Matt noted. "The deepest good I
receive from having a family on campus is sei^ang in a role
where my spouse and child get to participate on so many

levels of what I do—team meetings, adventures, pottery
lab, climbing wall, meals in the Bon, gardening, acts of
kindness, etc."

For Min and his three-year-old Isaac, the involvement
of students with his son has been a sweet experience.
"Students and their willingness to watch him, babysit for
him, and in general, being around him has been such a
cool thing to experience. I love Isaac's enthusiasm and
spontaneity around college students," Min said.
Liz Simmons further notes the role college students
have played with her kids. Bina, who is almost 4, and Da
vid, who is 6 months old, have lived on college campuses
their entire lives.

Min notes that the interruptions that come when work

and home life collide. "I think overall the college environ
ment is a fantastic place for kids. The challenge is more to
do with the AG position and it being an 'on-call' position.
There are lots of nights where events or other unexpected
things happen and that adds complications to parenting."
Despite these hurdles, each AG made it clear that
the interactions between their kids and college students
have been life giving. "I think kids are a great conduit for
community building," Min said. "When Isaac is scooting
across the Ganyon Gommons and is screaming or saying

'hi' to people, I see students smiling and responding in a
really positive way. It makes it feel a little more 'home-y.'
He has randomly gone up to students sitting by them
selves, he has built relationships with some of the cooks,
and he has interacted a lot. He's normalized family-life a
bit on campus and I think that can add value to a lot of
individuals."

For Ava, Matt has been appreciative of the deci

sion-making skills college students model for her. "One of
the unanticipated gifts has been how the college students
have modeled good decision-making with hard choices or
the importance of boundaries and determining your own

voice," Matt said. "Sadly, our elementary, middle school,
"I think my daughter is brilliant from having learned
how to communicate with college students. They've never and high school students are being exposed earlier and
earlier to porn, violence, and knowledge of very difficult
baby-talked her, but they still get down on the floor and
play with her or toss her into the air or swing her around," and painful things in life. I feel as though Ava's interaction

Liz said. "They both are in daycare, and Bina's language
skills surpass those of her classmates. By a long shot. Her
ability to articulate her thoughts is also pretty incredible.

with Fox students has helped her think, frame, and make
decisions about areas we consider out-of-bounds or pain
ful in a more mature way than her peers, especially after

And David? He's still kind of a blob. Time will tell."

her 3rd grade classroom was exposed to aggressive porn

Despite the good experiences that come with cam
pus life, the AGs also articulated some distinct challenges

while at school on school devices."

Finally, Liz expressed gratitude for the voices of

that come along with it. Describing his time working at

students in the lives of her children. "They're helpful and

a previous university, Matt noted,"While in Chicago the

loving. Michael and I really want Bina and David to be
raised by a village of people," Liz said. "I want them to
have multiple men and women they look up to in order to

noise and crime dynamics around campus were a major
challenge. When Ava joined the family, it became clear we
needed to move to a role more hospitable to family life."
Liz also weighed in. "I find it challenging to have little

help shape who they are. I value the voice of the college

control over their environment. I have found it more diffi

students around me in helping to shape that. The ones
who have earned our trust have also earned the right to

cult to teach my three-year-old boundaries when we're out

form our children in some way. I take that really seriously.

in public (i.e. she doesn't know a stranger) like when we're
in an airport and she shouldn't be as trusting, but the

On another note, having college students around to toss

boundary lines on campus and the friendliness of students
I think can be confusing to translate into the real world.
Also students come and go—starting, stopping, starting,
stopping relationship. In short, the difficulty for me comes
when it feels like there are more factors outside of my
control than if we lived like normal human beings not on
a college campus."

my hyperactive daughter into the air until they experience
muscle fatigue means that I get a break from it. I like what
college students are teaching my kids. It is a gift to have
them in our space."
While for some students these kids have been con

sistent streaks of giggling running through the cafeteria,
others have experienced them as gifts to the creation of
community at GFU.
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Guadalupe McCall began writing poetry as a demon
stration for her eighth grade students in San Anto

nio, Texas, and is now an award-winning author.

After publishing her first book,"Under the Mesquite," Mc
Call began traveling to colleges across the U.S. to speak."When

young people to use their voices for change.
McCall hasjoined the English Faculty at GFU after 20
years of experience teaching English to middle and high school
students. "I want to create more people working towards a bet

I was doing public speaking I spoke a lot about purpose and
giving a voice to minorities."
McGall speaks about social justice issues and advocating
for children. As she was visiting universities she met many other
writers, and most were working as professors.
"They came and said you belong up here and we need you
here," said McCall about being coaxed by her colleagues to

ter world," said McCall.

consider teaching at the university level. Convinced that God

Her next big step is taking on the role of professor at George
Fox University(GFU)and using this platform to encourage

Although McCall has published four successful novels, she

did not originally set out to write. It was a challenge she gave
her eighth grade students in San Antonio that led her to begin

wanted her working at a university, McCall went on to receive
her MFA from University of Texas El Paso.
McCall was attracted to GFU because of its mission

writing her first book. As she was teaching these students how to
write poetry, she began writing poetry alongside them.
"I wrote a poem. They wrote a poem. At the end of the
unit, they had a poetry book and I had a poetry book," she said.
After 10 years of teaching poetry through this method,
McCall found she had a large collection of poetry, many about

statement and its focus on diversity and encouraging students to
engage with the community.
McCall is already making an impact on students at GFU.
Helena Ducusin, a sophomore currently taking Studies in
Writing with McCall, recently switched her major from Elemen
tary Education to English largely because of the encouragement

her childhood. These poems eventually came together to create

she received from McCall."She says 'when you get published.'
She talks with so much certainty about us. It's so rare to have

her first book,"Under the Mesquite."

It was in the editing process of this book that McCall began
to feel that writing was God's calling for her.
McGall alludes to her mother's cancer throughout the book.
When her editor asked McCall to speak more openly on the
topic, McCall was confronted by an incredibly difficult decision.
"At this point I was mad. I barely survived it the first time. I
just thought, 'I can't relive that,"' said McCall.
As McGall prayed for peace, she began to see her purpose
was to write this book for children going through loss just as she
had. With this realization, McCall began to take her writing
more seriously and understand its importance.
McCall describes this time as a "journey of understanding
that as a writer I did not come to the world to get published. I
came to the world to help others.

"I don't fight it anymore. This is God's gift to me. Ijust do
his work," said McGall.

Photo by Alicia Pacheco

someone believe in you that much," said Ducusin.
With McCall, students have access to a mentor who has

been through the process of getting published. "She can speak

from experience and that's a really valuable thing," said Gary
Tandy, chair of the Department of English and Theater.

Not only is she a great mentor for those who hope to be
published writers, her experience as an English teacher allows

her to also be a mentor to the English students who hope to
teach. "She's one of those professors who is really inspirational.
She makes me want to be like her as a teacher, with her pas
sion," said Kailey Newkirk, a freshman English major.
McCall believes with all these roles she plays, as mentor,
writer, and teacher, that her purpose is to encourage students to
speak up for themselves and the issues they're passionate about.
"We're not going to change everyone by speaking but we're
not going to change anyone by staying closed up," said McCall.
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Why is GFU Hosting a
Couples Retreat?
By Emma Bach

^ ^ Ring before spring" is a phrase heard often around the
George Fox University(GFU)campus. It's a testament
to how members of the community wew dating. Given
that GFU is a Christian institution, this serious attitude towards
dating isn't exactly surprising.

In an attempt to reach out to and bring people in significant
romantic relationships together, there will be a relationship re
treat held Feb. 8-10, hosted by the Office of Commuter Life and

in Arkansas, a member of the Council for Christian Colleges
and Universities(CCCU), who helps fund the retreat for GFU
students.

This year's guest speaker is, "Stu Grant; he is a family
ministries pastor from The Woodlands, Texas," Ivristi shared. A
month after the retreat, the "Great Date Night" will take place
to ser\'e as a kind of reunion between the couples, serving as a
time that they can share what they are implementing from the

led by Kristi and Tyler Welker. All married, engaged or serious

retreat in their lives. The retreat tlieme is communication and

ly dating couples are encouraged to attend, with a ma.ximum
capacity set at 30 people (15 couples).

the imperative role that it plays in all successful relationships.
While Krisd and Tyler will lead parts of the curriculum,

The couples will spend a weekend housed somewhere along
the Oregon Coast interacting with each other and the curric

there will be ample time set aside to roam about the beach and
town with others. This will give attendees a chance to practice

ulum that Kristi and Tyler will be teaching. The latter is set

the information learned about communication while growing

by John Brown University's Center for Healthy Relationships

deeper in their relationships with partners and peers.

Lip Sync Success
By Danielle Brown

George Fox University(GFU)students tore down the
doors at 8:00 p.m. on November 2 to watch the

annual Lip Sync Battle after waiting in line for an
hour to fight for the best seats in Bauman Auditorium. Students
put together their performances in a few short weeks for a

chance to win S500. This year, four impressive acts killed it on
stage: The Clock Boys, The Robin Quakers, The Recess and the
Pieces and the GFU Women's Soccer Team.

The opening act. The Clock Boys, had the crowd on its feet

with the original music they performed, dressing in boxes in
spired by the famed GFU clock tower and rocking dance moves.
The Robin Quakers followed them up with an amazing
rendition of Mamma Mia that included a quirky storyline,
rehearsed choreography and a special dedication to President
Robin Baker. You couldn't help but sing along.
The Recess and the Pieces, taking their inspiration from
Queen Bee, had their lead man dress up as Beyonce. The outfit
consisted of a black leotard over white leggings and black, kneehigh, high-heeled boots—the highlight of their performance.
The crowd (and the judges) loved it, certainly milking it an act
to remember.

Finally, the GFU Women's Soccer Team performed a
mashup of various throwback artists including Miley Cyrus
(pre- and post- Disney),Justin Bieber, One Direction, the Chee

tah Girls and High School Musical. Playing off these inspired
Photo by Lauren Reichenbach

roles, the women dressed as each performer.
In the end, I think everyone in the audience agreed the
judges were just as much a part of the show with their witty,
critical, and wild comments that added even more laughter and
enjoyment to the performances.
It was an all-around tough competition, but in the end, the
GFU Women's Soccer Team brought home the win—the first of
three that weekend. The women followed it up with two home
srame wins against Whitworth University (3-0) and Whitman

Liege (1-0)
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Dating and Discernment
By Ana Imes

On October 29, Abigail Favale, William Penn
Honors Program director and associate
professor of English, spoke about Dating
and Discernment as part of the Couch Lecture series at
George Fox University (GFU). The Pennington lobby was
packed with students eager to hear from a professor about
healthy dating relationships.

Whether the concept of "ring by spring" disgusts

themselves whether they or not they called into marriage.
The process of answering these questions should include
prayer and consulting spiritual mentors. This may end in
a breakup, which should not be seen as a failure, but as
"successful discernment," if those involved are not right
for each other.

During the discernment process, it is crucial to rec

or excites you, you have most likely considered what a
healthy romantic relationship should be like. Favale ad

ognize that "marriage isn't magical," but rather, it is "an
invitation to lifelong sacrifice," according to Favale. Dis
cuss marriage in a "pragmatic, unromantic way," and ask

dressed this from casual dating to marriage.

yourself whether the conflicts that arise with your partner

Favale encourages casual dating, which she defines as

a nonexclusive stage in which you take time to get to know

others as human beings. "Ask somebody out and get a cup
of coffee," Favale said. Going on a date with someone

doesn't imply exclusivity, or commitment beyond interest.
These things are unnecessary before you decide to take
your relationship to the next level.

Once your relationship becomes more serious, it is
imperative that it does not turn into what Favale calls a

"pseudo-marriage." The relationship may become exclu

sive, but this isn't a reason to ignore other relationships or
remove emotional boundaries. It is acceptable to consider

"whether or not this person is your beloved" and to begin

will be reasonable to address within that context.

After all, marriage should not be isolated from the
problems in your community. Favale lists sickness, mental
health issues, and fluctuation as potential obstacles in a
lifelong commitment. Unfortunately, the negative aspects
of the human condition do not disappear when you get
married.

Favale's views of healthy dating and marriage are
reasonable, and unfortunately, unconventional in the
context of a Christian university. The "ring by spring"
culture promotes "pseudo-marriage" dating relationships
in an unhealthy way, even if it is just a joke. Dating is
just dating, not marriage. If you want to be in a healthy

to discuss what marriage means to you, but you should not marriage, you need to be a healthy person. According
assume that your relationship will end in marriage, Favale to Favale,"The best way to prepare for a marriage is to
advises.

make yourself a good partner before jumping into a seri

Emphasizing that you may or not be "called into
marriage," Favale encourages serious partners to ask

ous relationship."
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Food Options:

Are There Really Enough?
By Ana Imes

Bon Appetit, the catering company at George Fox
University(GFU), has always offered a variety of

food options. And for good reason — with a diverse
student body, all sorts of diets must be accommodated,from
vegan to gluten free. Freshmen are required to have a meal plan,
and for this reason there must be options for everyone. After all,
we're paying a lot of money for the meal plan.
This poses the question — what if you can't eat what is
offered? It's simply not logical to be on a meal plan if you can't
consume the food, and this can prove to be a burdensome prob
lem for those with notable dietary restrictions.

Marisa Meyer, a first-year student, struggled with this issue
earlier this year. Diagnosed with a severe case of celiac disease

from a young age, she's had to steer clear of gluten to avoid
getting seriously sick. Unfortunately, she's still gotten ill from the
food served at Canyon Commons more than once.
"Sometimes even gluten-free food can make me sick if it's
not made properly," Meyer said. "I've just learned to ask a lot of
questions about my food, and that in the end, it's easierjust to
make it myself."

While there are some gluten-free options, it's not always
enough. According to the Bon Appetit website, there are foods

"made without gluten-containing ingredients," but such foods
are "prepared in an open kitchen where gluten is present."
This can be a risk, especially for students who are particularly
sensitive.

Meyer eventually ended up requesting and receiving an
exception from the meal plan. It was a process that involved a
form, various contacts, and a required doctor's note.
Meyer isn't the only student to have gone through the
ordeal of dietary limitations. Rebekah Burns, also a first-year

student, had to face similar challenges regarding meals at GFU.
With the weight of varying food sensitivities and allergies,
control over her diet is both necessary and significant. She, too,
received exemption from the required freshman meal plan.
"Flaving no meal plan was essential to me because most of
my food sensitivities are major components to most Bon meals,"
Burns said.

To those of us who are on a meal plan and eat Bon Appetit
every day, having a reason for a reprieve from the cafeteria food
might seem ideal — however, such dietary restrictions aren't
necessarily enjoyable, let alone appealing. There's a negative
side that comes with the exception, and both Meyer and Burns
elaborated on such cons.

"To most people who know me, eating at school looks like a
normal-sized refrigerator in my room. That, while entertaining,

is not always easy space-wise," Burns said. "Apart from that, it
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can be pretty isolating when I am often unable to join my floor
mates for a meal."

"It's been difficult because I can't go out to eat with my

friends," Meyer said. "Or I'll have to bring my own food."
While there's a decent amount of variety present in the

food at GFU, all diets aren't equally accommodated, a fact that
eventually forced students like Meyer and Burns to remove
themselves from the meal plan. In order to fully meet and
provide for the dietary needs of all students, the food options
need to be increased for students. But it looks like that won't be

happening anytime soon.
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